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INTRODUCTION
Spectral flow is an integer-valued homotopy invariant of paths of self-
adjoint Fredholm operators introduced in [1] by Atiyah, Patodi, and
Singer in connection with the eta-invariant and spectral asymmetry. Since
then it has reappeared in several other contexts: the distribution of eigen-
values of the Dirac operator, the general conjugation problem, odd Chern
characters and gauge anomalies, among others. In [17], the mod-k reduc-
tion of spectral flow was used by Floer as a substitute for the Morse index
in order to define a grading for his celebrated homology groups.
The main goal of the present paper is to explain the relevance of spectral
flow to bifurcation theory. More precisely, using a new approach to its
construction we will show that bifurcation of critical points of one-
parameter families of strongly-indefinite functionals is determined by the
spectral flow of the family of Hessians. Here, bifurcation is to be under-
stood as bifurcation from the trivial branch, i.e., the appearance of
nontrivial critical points arbitrarily close to a known branch of critical
points.
To place our bifurcation results for variational problems in their proper
context it is useful to first briefly comment on general (linearized) bifurca-
tion theory. Let f : I_U  X be a continuously differentiable mapping
defined on the product of a real interval I=[a, b] with a neighborhood U
of the origin in a real Banach space X. Suppose that f (*, 0)=0 for all * in
I. Solutions of the equation f (*, x)=0 of the form (*, 0) are called trivial.
A bifurcation point for solutions of the equation f (*, x)=0 is a point ** in
I such that every neighborhood of (**, 0) contains nontrivial solutions of
this equation. Let L* #Dx f (*, 0) be the linearization of the mapping
f* # f (*, } ) at the trivial solution. By the Implicit Function Theorem,
bifurcation can occur only at points where the operator L* is singular. In
other words, the set Bif( f ) of bifurcation points of the mapping f is a
closed subset of the set of singular points 7(L)#[* | L* is noninvertible] of
the family L. However, in general, the set of bifurcation points of f may be
empty even though the singular set 7(L) is very large.
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The following fundamental observation is the basis on which the
homotopy theory of spaces of linear operators enters as a tool in bifurca-
tion theory: Assuming that the map f is Fredholm and that L* is invertible
at the end-points of the interval, the existence of bifurcation points of f in
I depends only on the homotopy class of the path L relative to I.
In light of this observation, the main goal of this theory is to study and
classify all computable numerical homotopy invariants of the path L whose
nontriviality forces bifurcation. In the particular case of compact perturba-
tions of the identity this is easy, since the homotopy class of a path of
linear compact perturbations of the identity with invertible end-points
depends only on the end-points of the path. By the classical Krasnosel’skii
Theorem [24], bifurcation arises whenever the linearizations at the
endpoints of the interval belong to different connected components of
GLC(X). The general case is more involved. In [12], Fitzpatrick and
Pejsachowicz introduced a bifurcation invariant _(L) in Z2=[&1, 1]
called parity. In [13], they showed that for continuously differentiable one-
parameter families of Fredholm mappings of index zero, the parity is the
only homotopy invariant of the linearization that completely determines
bifurcation from the trivial branch. A generalization of this to general
parameter spaces is given in [31].
In this paper we consider bifurcation for one-parameter families of
Fredholm mappings that possess a variational structure. This means that
each mapping f* is the gradient of a C2-functional, so we are considering
bifurcation of critical points of C2-functionals. In the presence of varia-
tional structure, there is a more refined invariant for detecting bifurcation
than the parity. In fact, the existence of such a refinement is already
suggested by the comparison of two classical theorems of Krasnosel’skii
[24]. Indeed, consider a path of compact perturbations of the identity that
has the special form f (*, x)=x&*g(x), with g compact, differentiable and
such that g(0)=0. For general g only those characteristic values of g$(0)
that are of odd algebraic multiplicity are necessarily bifurcation points
of f. But, if g is the gradient of a functional, then any characteristic value
of g$(0), irrespective of its multiplicity, is a bifurcation point.
As in the general case, determination of the bifurcation invariant in the
variational case presents two distinct levels of difficulty. The homotopy
class of a path of linear semidefinite selfadjoint Fredholm operators
depends only on the end-points of the path, so that bifurcation of critical
points of one-parameter families of semidefinite functionals depends only
on the value of the Hessians at the trivial solution for parameter values at
the end-points of the interval. But the homotopy class of a path of linear
strongly-indefinite selfadjoint Fredholm operators depends on the whole
path, so that bifurcation of critical points of one-parameter families of
strongly-indefinite functionals depends on the values of the Hessians at the
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trivial solution for parameter values along the whole interval. We now turn
to a more precise explanation of all this.
We assume that X=H is a real separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert
space and that there is a smooth enough family of functionals [,* : U  R]* # I
such that, for each * in I, f*={,* . In this case, each L*=Dx f (*, x) is the
Hessian of ,* at the origin and so it is selfadjoint. The sole further assump-
tion is that each operator L* is a Fredholm operator of index 0. In view
of its selfadjointness, this just means that each L* has finite-dimensional
kernel and closed range. Denote by GL(H ) the group of invertible linear
operators acting on H, by 80(H ) the space of all linear Fredholm
operators of index 0 acting on H and by 8S(H ) the subset of 80(H )
consisting of those Fredholm operators of index 0 that are selfadjoint. Con-
sistently, the subindex S will always mean ‘‘selfadjoint’’. We are looking
here for a bifurcation related homotopy invariant of the path L : (I, I ) 
(8S(H), GLS(H )) that corresponds to the parity under the inclusion of the
pair (8S(H ), GLS(H )) into (80(H ), GL(H )).
Recall that the spectrum of an operator in 8S(H ) cannot consist entirely
of isolated eigenvalues of finite multiplicity; while the essential spectrum
of such an operator stays bounded away from 0, by the spectral theory of
Calkin algebras, the essential spectrum is nonempty. As a topological space
the space 8S(H ) is not connected. The location with respect to 0 of the
essential spectrum of an operator determines the connected component of
8S(H ) to which the operator belongs. The three connected components of
8S(H ) are: the set of essentially positive operators 8+S (H ) consisting of all
operators in 8S(H) whose negative spectrum has only isolated eigenvalues
of finite multiplicity; the set of essentially negative operators 8&S (H ) defined
in a corresponding way and the set of strongly indefinite operators, which
we denote by 8 iS(H ), whose elements have infinite dimensional negative
and positive. spectral subspaces. It is easy to see that the spaces 8+S (H )
and 8&S (H ) are convex sets. Any two paths in 8
+
S (H ) with the same
end-points are homotopic by a straight-segment homotopy and hence any
homotopy invariant of L will only depend on the restriction of L to the
boundary I of the interval I. For a path L in 8+S (H ), the obvious choice
for the bifurcation invariant is 2L#+(La)&+(Lb), where +(T)#dim E&(T)
is the dimension of the negative spectral space E&(T ) of the operator T in
8+S (H ), i.e., the Morse index of the critical point 0 for the associated
quadratic form (Tx; x). It is shown below, in Corollary 6.3, that if 2L is
nonzero, then the interval I contains at least one bifurcation point for the
equation f*(x)=0. This is essentially a well-known result (see, for example,
either Theorem 8.9 in the book [28] of Mawhin and Willem or Theorem
2.1 in the paper [36] of Smoller and Wasserman).
The above result does not hold if for some (and hence for all) parameter
value *, L* is strongly-indefinite. Here +(L*) is infinite and hence 2L is
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undefined. In this case, the correct substitute for 2L is provided by the
spectral f low.
Roughly speaking, the spectral flow sf(L, I ) of a path L : I  8S(H ) is
the number of negative eigenvalues of La that become positive as the
parameter * travels from a to b minus the number of positive eigenvalues
of La that become negative. When the path L takes values in 8+S (H ) this
is precisely 2L, so that in such a case it only depends on the end-points of
the path. However, if the path L takes values in 8 iS(H ), then the spectral
flow sf(L, I ) depends on the whole path, not just on its end-points. There
are closed paths that have nonzero spectral flow.
The above informal description of spectral flow can be made rigorous in
many different ways. We refer to Atiyah, Patodi, and Singer [1], Booss
and Wojciechowski [5], Furutani and Otsuki [18], and Getzler [19]
for some of the constructions in the case of complex Hilbert spaces
and to Floer [17], Robbin and Salamon [35], Cappell, Lee, and Miller
[10], and Nicolescu [29] for the real case. However, none of the above
constructions permitted us to relate spectral flow to bifurcation. Our main
goal here is to present a new and completely different construction of
spectral flow that is more abstract than the previous ones but has, at least
from our point of view, many advantages. First, it leads to a rather
direct proof that the nonvanishing of spectral flow forces bifurcation.
Second, it allows us to relate spectral flow to several other topological
invariants that arise in the literature and prove very easily the homo-
topy invariance property of spectral flow that is quite fundamental in
applications.
This new approach to spectral flow, which we now briefly describe, is
based on a reduction procedure similar to the one used in [12] in order
to define the parity of a path of Fredholm operators. The natural action of
GL(H ) on 8S(H ) is the cogredient action: an element , in GL(H ) acts on
T in 8S(H ) by ,*T,, where ,* is the adjoint. Each component of 8S(H )
is invariant under this action. However, unlike the component of Id in
GLC(H ), the space of compact perturbations of the Id in GL(H), the com-
ponent 8 iS(H ) of 8S(H ) has no natural base point. So we will choose as
base point an element of 8 iS(H ) with the simplest possible spectrum.
Namely, we select a fixed orthogonal projection Q such that both Q and
Id&Q have (necessarily isomorphic) infinite-dimensional images and we
consider as a base point the symmetry J#Q&(Id&Q). We denote by
GLCS (J) the space of all invertible operators that are compact symmetric
perturbations of J. This space will play in the variational case a role ana-
logous to that played by GLC(H ) in the general case. Roughly speaking;
we first define spectral flow for paths of compact symmetric perturbations
of J whose ends lie in GLCS (J) and then we use ‘‘parametrices’’ in order
to transform paths in 8 iS(H ) with invertible ends into paths of this special
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kind. The above reduction is also used in the proof of the main result of
the paper given by the following theorem:
Theorem 1. Let U be a neighborhood of I_[0] in R_H and  : U  R
be a C2 function such that for each * in I, 0 is a critical point of the
functional * #(*, } ). Assume that the Hessian L* of * at 0 is Fredholm
and that La and Lb are nonsingular. If the spectral f low of [L*]* # I on the
interval I is nonzero, then every neighborhood of I_[0] contains points of
the form (*, x), where x{0 is a critical point of * .
We list below some of the consequences of our result. The first two
corollaries follow immediately from Theorem 1 and the properties of
the spectral flow listed in Section 3: the first one is a consequence of
Proposition 3.3 while the second is a consequence of Proposition 3.9.
Corollary 1. Let  : U  R be as in Theorem 1. Assume that
{(*, x)=Ax+C(*, x),
where A is a selfadjoint Fredholm operator and C is a compact map. Then
the interval I contains a bifurcation point for the equation {(*, x)=0
provided that
dim(E&(La) & E+(Lb)){dim(E&(Lb) & E+(La)).
Here E\ denote the positive and negative spectral space of a selfadjoint
isomorphism.
Corollary 2 (cf. Mawhin and Willem [28], Smoller and Wasserman
[36]). Let  : U  R be as in Theorem 1. Suppose that for some (and
hence any) parameter *, * has an essentially positive Hessian. Then the
interval I contains a bifurcation point for the equation {(*, x)=0 provided
that
+(La){+(Lb).
Denoting by sf(L, *0) the spectral flow of L across *0 , it follows from
Theorem 1 that at an isolated singular point *0 of [L*]* # I bifurcation arise
provided that sf(L, *0){0. As a consequence of the calculations of sf(L, *0)
described in Theorem 4.1 we have:
Corollary 3. Let  : U  R be as in Theorem 1. Assume that *0 is a
singular point for the path of Hessians L=[L*]* # I of * at the critical point
0. Let Q be the orthogonal projection on ker L*0 . If the operator QL4 *0
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restricted to ker L*0 is nonsingular and if its signature sig QL4 *0 | ker L*0 {0,
then *0 is a bifurcation point for solutions of the equation {(*, h)=0.
In particular bifurcation arises whenever QL4 *0 | ker L*0 is either positive-
definite or negative-definite. This is Theorem 7.3 of Rabier [32].
The following corollary is a consequence of Proposition 4.2:
Corollary 4 (cf. Rabier [32, Theorem 7.2]). Let  : U  R be as in
Theorem 1. Assume that *0 is an isolated singular point for the path of
Hessians L=[L*]* # I of * at the critical point 0. If the path L is an
analytic function of * and [=i ; ki] are the sign characteristics and
exponents of L at *0 , respectively, then *0 is a bifurcation point provided
ni=1 =i[1&(&1)
ki]{0.
Observe also that the classical Krasnosel’skii Theorem [24] is also a
very special case of Theorem 1. Indeed, if L*=Id&*K, with the operator
K in L(H ) compact and symmetric and if *0 is a characteristic value
(reciprocal of an eigenvalue) of K, then, by Proposition 4.3, we have that
sf(Id&*K, *0)= &dim ker(Id&*0K). Thus every characteristic value of K
is a bifurcation point.
Following this introduction the paper is divided into six further sections.
In the first Section, we use Galerkin approximations to extend the notion
of signature of an invertible symmetric matrix to elements of GLCS (J) and
we observe that one-half the difference of the generalized signatures of a
pair of operators in GLCS (J) is given by the relative Morse index of the
pair. In this way we unify in a more abstract setting some previously con-
sidered topological invariants that can be found scattered in the literature
devoted to the existence of nontrivial periodic orbits of Hamiltonian
systems (cf., for example, the papers of Li and Liu [25] and Fei [11]).
In Section 2, we establish the existence of cogredient parametrices. More
precisely, given any path L : I  8 iS(H ) of selfadjoint strongly-indefinite
Fredholm operators, we prove that there is a path of isomorphisms
M : I  GL(H ) such that for each parameter * in I, M** L* M*=J+K*
with K* is compact and symmetric: this is a consequence of Theorem 2.1.
In Section 3, we define spectral flow sf(L, I ) of a path L : I  8 iS(H ) and
establish its properties. If the path lies in GLCS (J), the spectral flow is
one-half the difference of the generalized signatures of the end-points. For
a general path in 8 iS(H ) the spectral flow is defined to be the spectral flow
of M**L* M* , where M is a parametrix for L. We then extend the definition
to general paths in 8S(H ) and consider various refinements for closed
paths. We conclude this section by relating spectral flow to parity.
In Section 4, we show that, under some generic condition, the spectral
flow at isolated singular points * in 7(L) can be computed as the signature
of an associated quadratic form on ker L* and relate it to some previously
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studied local invariants. With this in hand, the comparison of our construc-
tion of spectral flow with that of Robbin and Salamon in [35] is
immediate.
Section 5 is devoted to a geometric interpretation of the spectral flow
as the intersection index of the path with the stratified subset 7 of all
noninvertible selfadjoint Fredholm operators.
In Section 6, using the existence of cogredient parametrices established in
Section 2 together with the properties of spectral flow that are established
in Section 3, we prove Theorem 1. We conclude the paper with a discussion
of related results and possible generalizations.
An announcement of our results appeared in [16]. Applications of
Theorem 1 to Hamiltonian systems will appear in a sequel.
1. THE GENERALIZED SIGNATURE AND
RELATIVE MORSE INDEX
Let the operator Q in L(H ) be an orthogonal projection such that both
Q and Id&Q have infinite-dimensional image, and define J#
Q&(Id&Q). The operator J in 8S(H ) is a symmetry (J2=Id) and its
spectrum, which coincides with its essential spectrum, equals [\1]. The
positive and the negative spectral subspaces of J are H+ #im Q and
H& #im(Id&Q). Hence J belongs to 8 iS(H ).
Choose Hilbert bases [e+k ]k=1 } } }  and [e
&
k ]k=1 } } }  for H+ and H& ,
respectively. For each natural number n, let Hn be the 2n dimensional
subspace of H spanned by [e\k | 1kn] and let Pn be the orthogonal
projection of H onto Hn ; observe that J(Hn)=Hn and J(H =n )=H
=
n and
that the signature of the restriction of J to both Hn and Hn+k & H =n is
zero. For an operator L in L(H ) and a positive integer n, the operator Ln
that is defined to be the restriction of Pn b L to the subspace Hn is called
the n th Galerkin approximation of L. By the very definition of a Hilbert
basis, the sequence [Pn] converges pointwise to the identity, and so, since
each of these projections has norm 1, the convergence is uniform on
compact subsets of H. Therefore, for each compact operator K in L(H ),
the sequence of approximations [Pn b K] converges, in the space L(H ), to
the operator K.
In what follows we will frequently identify a selfadjoint operator L with
the quadratic form Q(x)=(Lx; x). The Morse index +(L) of an invertible
selfadjoint operator in finite dimensional Hilbert space is the dimension of
its negative spectral space. This is the Morse index of 0 as a critical point
of the associated quadratic form. As usual, the signature of L is defined by
sig L#+(&L)&+(L).
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Lemma 1.1. Let the operator L=J+K in GL(H ) be a compact
symmetric perturbations of J. Then there is a positive integer N such that
sig Ln is independent of nN.
Proof. We claim that there is a positive integer N such that for
nmN and 0t1, the operator
t[J+Pn b K] |Hn+(1&t)[J+Pm b K b Pm] |Hn : Hn  Hn is invertible.
(1.1)
To verify this, we argue by contradiction. Indeed, if there is no such
number N, then there are two strictly increasing sequences of positive
integers, [mk] and [nk], such that each nkmk , and for each index k, a
vector hnk in Hnk of unit norm and a number tk in [0, 1] such that
J(unk)+tkPnk K(unk)+(1&tk) Pmk KPmk(unk)=0.
We may suppose that [tk] converges to t, and by the compactness of the
operator K, the uniform convergence, on compact sets, of the projections
[Pn] to the identity and the fact that J is an isomorphism it follows that
a subsequence of [unk] converges to a point u in H, which necessarily has
norm 1 and is such that J(u)+K(u)=0. This contradicts the invertibility
of J+K, and so establishes the validity of (1.1).
Fix n>mN. From (1.1) and the continuity of the signature we
conclude that
sig Ln=sig([J+Pm b K b Pm] | Hn).
But J : Hn & H =m  Hn & H
=
m has signature 0, so that
sig([J+Pm b K b Pm] |Hn)=sig Lm
and therefore sigLn=sig Lm . K
This lemma is what we need to make the following definition meaningful.
Definition. Let L=J+K in GL(H ) be a compact symmetric
perturbations of J. Then its signature, sigJL, is defined by
sigJ L# lim
n  
sig Ln .
Changes of Hilbert bases in H+ and H& are given by orthogonal
operators in L(H) that commute with J. From this it is easy to see that
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the above definition of signature does not depend on the choices of Hilbert
bases for H+ and H& . Moreover the same argument as that used in the
proof in Lemma 1.1 shows that the signature is constant on the connected
components of GLCS (J), the set of all invertible operators in L(H ) that
are compact symmetric perturbations of J.
From the independence of the signature of the choice of bases it follows
that if the compact symmetric operator K has finite-dimensional image and
V is any J-invariant finite dimensional subspace of H containing imK,
then
sigJ L=sig(J+K ) |V&sig J |V .
This formula provides a coordinate-free definition of the signature. Namely,
for finite dimensional perturbations of J, sigJ L is defined by the right-
hand side of the preceding formula, and then extended to compact
symmetric perturbations by approximating such a perturbation by a finite-
dimensional symmetric perturbation.
An operator L that is written as a compact symmetric perturbation of
two symmetries J and J$ may have sigJ$ L{sigJ L. The following
example illustrates this and moreover shows that sigJ L is not invariant by
cogredience. In contrast, the usual signature is invariant under cogredience
since it can be defined for any quadratic form on a vector space independ-
ently of any inner-product structure. Different choices of inner-product
induce different representing operators that are cogredient; cogredient
symmetric operators on a finite-dimensional Hilbert space have the same
signature.
Example. Let S be the unilateral left shift on H with respect to the
Hilbert basis [ek]&<k<+ . Observe that J$#S*JS is also a symmetry
and that J is a compact (in fact, a finite-dimensional) perturbation of J$.
But sigJ J=0 and sigJ$ I=sigJ S*JS=2.
Despite these shortcomings of the generalized signature, we shall show
that the difference of the signatures of a pair of elements in GLCS (J) is
invariant under congredience and independent of the choice of symmetry.
Based on this we will define spectral flow for any path of selfadjoint
Fredholm operators with invertible end-points.
To proceed, we need to discuss two closely related concepts: the index of
a Fredholm pair of projections (cf. Kato [22]) and the relative Morse
index of a pair of Calkin equivalent selfadjoint isomorphisms (cf. Bunke
[7] and Fei [11]).
A pair (P, Q) of orthogonal projections in L(H ) is said to be Fredholm
provided that the intersection of im P with ker Q and the intersection of
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im Q with ker P are finite dimensional. The index of a Fredholm pair is
defined by
ind(P, Q)#dim(im P & ker Q)&dim(im Q & ker P).
This notion was investigated, among others, by Kato [22],1 Booss and
Wojciechowski [6], and, more recently, by Avron, Seiler, and Simon [2].
Observe that a pair of orthogonal projections whose difference is compact
is a Fredholm pair.
Lemma 1.2. If (P, Q) is a Fredholm pair of orthogonal projections and
the operator R is orthogonal (i.e., R*=R&1), then
ind(P, Q)=ind(R&1PR, R&1QR).
Proof. Define P$#R&1PR and Q$#R&1QR, and observe that the
operator R induces an isomorphism between the spaces im P$ and im P
and between the spaces im Q$ and im Q. K
Lemma 1.3. If [(Pt , Qt)]t # I is a path of Fredholm pairs of orthogonal
projections, then ind(Pt , Qt) is constant.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that ind(Pt , Qt) is locally constant. To do
so, notice that for a Fredholm pair (P, Q), the orthogonal complement, in
im Q, of Q(im P) is im Q & ker P. From this it follows that ind(P, Q)
coincides with the index of the Fredholm operator Q : im P  im Q.
Fix a parameter t0 in I. Since the paths [At #(Id&Pt)+Pt0]t # I and
[Bt #(Id&Qt)+Qt0] t # I are isomorphisms at t=t0 , there is a connected
neighborhood N of t0 in I such that At and Bt are isomorphisms for t in
N. Observe that for t in N, the restrictions At : im Pt  im Pt0 and
Bt : im Qt  im Qt0 are isomorphisms and therefore the operator Bt b Qt b
(At)&1 : im Pt0  im Qt0 is a Fredholm operator whose index is the same as
the index of Qt : im Pt  im Qt . But [Bt b Qt b (At)&1 : im Pt0  im Qt0]t # N
is a path of Fredholm operators having fixed domain and image, and so
the Fredholm index is independent of t in N. By the preceding remarks,
the Fredholm index of the family [Qt : im Pt  im Qt] t # N also is
constant. K
Two operators S and T in L(H ) are said to be Calkin equivalent, written
S$T, provided that their difference S&T is compact. If S$T and both
are selfadjoint isomorphisms, then the orthogonal projections onto the
negative spectral subspaces, E&(S) and E&(T ), are also Calkin equivalent.
Indeed, to see this choose a closed contour 1 in the complex plane whose
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1 ind(P, Q) coincides with the index of the pair of subspaces (im P, ker Q) in [22].
interior contains the negative spectra of both S and T and is disjoint from
their positive spectra. By the integral representation of spectral projections
and the resolvent formula, the difference
E&(S)&E&(T)=Re _12?i |1 (S&’ Id)&1(T&S)(T&’ Id)&1 d’&
is compact because the difference T&S is compact. Thus (E&(S), E&(T ))
is a Fredholm pair of orthogonal projections and the following definition
makes sense.
Definition. Let (S, T ) be a pair of Calkin equivalent selfadjoint
isomorphisms. Then the relative Morse index of the pair (S, T) is defined
by
+rel (S, T)#ind(E&(S), E&(T )). (1.2)
Observe that if the operator K in L(H ) is compact and symmetric and
the operator S in L(H ) is selfadjoint and positive-definite, with S+K
invertible, then
+rel (S+K, S)=+(S+K ),
where +(S+K ) is the Morse index of S+K. In particular, this holds for
S=Id.
The properties of the relative Morse index follow rather directly from
their correspondents for the index of Fredholm pairs.
Proposition 1.4. If [(Tt , St)]t # I is a path of pairs of Calkin equivalent
selfadjoint isomorphims, then +rel (Tt , St) is constant.
Proof. The integral representation of the orthogonal projection onto
the negative spectral subspace of a bounded selfadjoint isomorphism
implies that these projections depend continuously on the operator. The
result follows now from Lemma 1.3. K
Observe that if the operator T in L(H ) is a selfadjoint isomorphism and
the operator U in L(H ) is orthogonal, then E&(U&1TU )=U &1E&(T ) U.
Therefore, since the index of a pair of Fredholm projections is an
orthogonal invariant, so is the relative Morse index. In fact, using this, the
preceding proposition and the polar decomposition, we obtain more:
the relative Morse index is invariant under the cogredient action.
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Proposition 1.5. If the selfadjoint isomorphisms S and T are Calkin
equivalent, then for any isomorphism R in GL(H ),
+rel (S, T)=+rel (R*SR, R*TR).
Proof. An operator in L(H ) that is both positive-definite and self-
adjoint is an isomorphism with a unique positive-definite selfadjoint square
root. Let R belong to GL(H ). Then - R*R is positive-definite and self-
adjoint, and so, in particular, is an isomorphism. If we set U#
R(- R*R) &1, then U is orthogonal and we have the polar decomposition
R=U - R*R. For each t in [0, 1], the operator (1&t) - R*R+t Id is
selfadjoint and positive-definite and hence is an isomorphism. Define Rt #
U((1&t) - R*R+t Id) for 1t1. By the continuous invariance and the
orthogonal invariance of the relative Morse index,
+rel (R*SR, R*TR)=+rel (R*0SR0 , R*0 TR0)
=+rel (U*SU, U*TU )=+rel (S, T ). K
Proposition 1.6. Let the two invertible operators La=J+Ka and
Lb=J+Kb be compact symmetric perturbations of J. Then
12[sigJ Lb&sigJ La]=+rel (La , Lb). (1.3)
Proof. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 1.1, we conclude that there is
a positive integer N such that
J+tK*+(1&t) Pn K*Pn is invertible for nN,
0t1 and *=a, b.
From this and the continuity of the relative Morse index it follows that if
nN, then
+rel (J+Ka , J+Kb)=+rel (J+Pn Ka Pn , J+PnKb Pn). (1.4)
However, the operators J+Pn KaPn and J+Pn KbPn are reduced by the
orthogonal sum decomposition H=Hn H =n and coincide with J on H =n .
Denote by L*, n the n-th Galerkin approximation of L* . It follows directly
from the definition of the relative index in terms of projections onto
negative spectral subspaces that
+rel (J+PnKa Pn , J+PnKbPn)=+rel (La, n , Lb, n). (1.5)
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Therefore, from (1.4) and (1.5) we conclude that if nN, then
+rel (J+Ka , J+Kb)=+rel (La, n , Lb, n). (1.6)
On the other hand, by the definition of the signature as the limit of
signatures of Galerkin projections, there is a positive integer N such that
sigJ L*=sig L*, n for nN, *=a, b. (1.7)
In view of this and of (1.6), to verify (1.3) is equivalent to verifying that for
nN,
12[sig Lb, n&sig La, n]=+rel (La, n , Lb, n). (1.8)
But in finite dimensions the left hand side of (1.8) is the difference of the
Morse indices, +(La, n)&+(Lb, n), i.e., the difference in the dimensions of the
negative eignenspaces of La, n and Lb, n . Hence (1.8) amounts to the asser-
tion that if U and V are two subspaces of a finite-dimensional Hilbert
space, then
dim U&dim V=dim(U & V=)&dim(V & U=).
This can be easily proved by showing the exactness of the sequence
0  V & U=  V  U  V= & U  0
since the alternating sum of the dimensions of vector spaces arising in an
exact sequence is zero. The arrows in the above sequence are as follows: the
second arrow is a inclusion; the third and forth are restrictions of the
orthogonal projections on U and V= & U, respectively. Only the exactness
at U needs to be checked, since exactness is quite obvious at any other
point. To do so, let us denote by p and q the third and the forth arrow.
Since V= & U=(V+U=)=, we have ker q=U & (V+U =). Let u be in U.
If u= p(v), then u=v+[ p(v)&v], with [ p(v)&v] in U = and hence
q(u)=0. Conversely if q(u)=0, then u=v+a with v in V and a in U= and
then u= p(v). Hence the proposition is proven. K
We observe that it is an immediate consequence of (1.3) that if K is
compact symmetric and J+K is an isomorphism, then
1
2 sigJ (J+K)=+rel (J, J+K). (1.9)
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2. COGREDIENT PARAMETRICES
Definition. Let 4 be a topological space. Given a family of strongly-
indefinite Fredholm selfadjoint operators parametrized by 4, i.e., a
continuous mapping L : 4  8 iS(H ), a cogredient parametrix for L relative
to a symmetry J of H is a family M : 4  GL(H ) such that for each *
in 4,
M**L*M*=J+K* , where K* is compact.
Theorem 2.1. Every family L : 4  8 iS(H ) parametrized by a para-
compact contractible space 4 possesses a cogredient parametrix. Moreover,
if 4 is a Ck manifold and L is C k, then the parametrix may be chosen to
be Ck.
The method of proof consists of a reduction of the problem of the exist-
ence of a parametrix to that of the existence of a lifting of an appropriate
fiber bundle projection. Specifically, let KS(H ) denote the set of compact
symmetric operators in L(H ). Consider G#GL(H )_KS(H ) and 8 iS(H )
as topological spaces with the topologies they inherit from L(H )_L(H )
and L(H ), respectively, and define the mapping ? : G  8 iS(H ) by
?(M, K )=MJM*+K for (M, K ) in GL(H )_KS(H ).
Clearly, the above theorem is equivalent to the assertion that any family
L : 4  8 iS(H ) parametrized by a paracompact contractible space 4 can be
factored as L=? b :, where : : 4  G is continuous.
In order to prove this let us first observe that G is endowed with a struc-
ture of a topological group, and that this group acts on the left on 8 iS(H )
in such a way that ? : G  8 iS(H ) becomes an equivariant mapping
between G spaces. The group law on G is defined as follows. Given
g=(M, K ) and g =(M , K ) in G, their product is
g } g #(MM , K+MK M*).
Moreover, the action of G on 8 iS(H ), { : G_8
i
S(H )  8
i
S(H ), is given by
{g(L)#MLM*+K for L in 8 iS(H ) and g=(M, K ) in G.
Since ?(g)={g(J) for each g in G, the mapping ? is equivariant with
respect to the natural action of G on itself. Also observe that the group G
is an infinite-dimensional Lie group. As an open subset of a Banach space,
G inherits an obvious structure of an analytic Banach manifold with the
product and the inverse mapping being analytic. We shall not use the
analytic structure of G here. We will only need the C structure of G and
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of 8 iS(H ) and the fact that the product in G and the inverse mapping are
smooth. It follows from this that the mapping ? also is smooth.
As our first step we shall show that the theorem is true for any mapping
’ : 4  8 iS(H ) whose image lies in a sufficiently small neighborhood of J.
This follows from the existence of a local slice for the action.
Lemma 2.2. There is a neighborhood U of the operator J in the space
8iS(H ) and a smooth section _ : U  GL(H )_KS(H ) of ?, i.e., a mapping
_ such that ? b _=id |U .
Proof. Choose a neighborhood U of J in 8 iS(H ) that consists of inver-
tible operators. For each T in U, let P&(T ) be the orthogonal projection
of H onto H&(T ), the negative spectral subspace of T and let P+(T ) be the
orthogonal projection of H onto H+(T ), the positive spectral subspace of
T. From the integral representations of these projections it follows that
they depend continuously on T in U. Moreover, we may choose U small
enough so that each T in U has the property that the restriction of P+(T )
to H+(J)#H+ is a bijection onto H+(T ) and the restriction of P&(T ) to
H&(J)#H& is a bijection onto H&(T ). Indeed, to make this latter choice,
simply choose U so small that for T in U,
P+(T ) b P+(J)+P&(T) b P&(J) : H  H
is a bijection, as it is when T=J.
Let T belong to U. Define the bilinear form B(T ) on H+ by
B(T)(u, v)=(TP+(T) u, P+(T ) v) for u and v in H+ .
Then B(T ) is symmetric, continuous and positive-definite. According to the
Riesz Representation Theorem, it may be associated with a selfadjoint
positive-definite isomorphism on H+ whose inverse square-root, which we
denote by S+(T ), has the property that
(u, v) =(TP+(T ) S+(T ) u, P+(T) S+(T ) v) for all u and v in H+ .
(2.1)
In the same way that the family S+ : U  GL(H+) was chosen we may
choose a family S& : U  GL(H&) having the property that for each T in U,
&(u, v) =(TP&(T ) S&(T) u, P&(T ) S&(T ) v)
for all u and v in H& . (2.2)
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Define the family S : U  GL(H ) by
S(T )=P+(T ) b S+(T ) b P+(J)&P&(T) b S&(T ) b P&(J) for T in U.
The relations (2.1) and (2.2) mean that
J=S(T )*TS(T) for all T in U.
Therefore, if we define the mapping _ : U  G by
_(T )=(([S(T )]&1)*, 0) for T in U
we obtain a smooth mapping _ such that ? b _=id |U . K
Next we will show that the action of G on 8 iS(H ) is transitive.
Lemma 2.3. The mapping ? : G  8 iS(H ) is surjective.
Proof. We argue much as we did in the proof of Lemma 2.2. Given an
operator S in 8 iS(H ) we need to find an element g=(M, K) in G such that
M*JM+K=S. Let K be the orthogonal projection onto ker S. Then K
belongs to KS(H ) and has the property that T=S+K is invertible. Choose
P+ and P& to be the orthogonal projections onto the spectral subspaces
corresponding to the positive and the negative spectrum of T. Since T is in
8iS(H ), the images of these orthogonal projections are infinite-dimensional,
separable Hilbert spaces whose orthogonal direct sum equals H. Any two
separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces are isomorphic and hence we
may select an isomorphism A=A+ A& in GL(H ) that maps H+ onto
P+(H) and maps H& onto P&(H ). Letting A+ and A& play the roles of
P+(T) |H+ and P+(T ) |H& in the proof of Lemma 2.2, the argument used
in the proof of that lemma shows that there is an element M of GL(H )
such that MJM*=T. Thus ? is surjective. K
Proposition 2.4. ? : G  8 iS(H) is the projection to the base of a locally
trivial (smooth) fiber bundle with fiber given by the isotropy subgroup of J.
Proof. This is a standard argument showing that local slices induce
local trivializations. Indeed, by Lemma 2.2, we may select a neighborhood
U of J and a mapping _ : U  G such that ? b _=id |U . Now define the
mapping ’ : U_?&1(J)  ?&1(U) by
’(L, g)=_(L) } g for L in U and g in ?&1(J).
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The mapping ’ is smooth since _ is smooth. Moreover it has a smooth
inverse given by
’&1(g)=(?(g), [_?(g)]&1 g).
Thus ’ defines a trivialization over a neighborhood of J.
Using the transitivity of the action, this trivialization can be transported
to any point. Indeed, fix L0 in 8 iS(H ). By Lemma 2.3, we may select an ele-
ment g0 in G such that ?(g0)={g0(J)=L0 . Define U$={g0(U). Then U$ is
a neighborhood of L0 and {g0( } ) : U  U$ is a diffeomorphism. Define the
mapping ’$ : U$_?&1(J)  ?&1(U$) by
’$(L$, g)= g0 } _({g
0
&1(L$)) } g for (L$, g) in U$_?&1(J).
This ’$ gives the desired trivialization over a neighborhood U$ of the
operator L0 . K
Remark. The bundle (G, ?, 8 iS(H )) is a principal bundle.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. According to Proposition 2.4, the mapping
? : G  8 iS(H ) is the projection onto the base of a locally trivial fiber
bundle ’=(G, ?, 8 iS(H)). Given the family L : 4  8
i
S(H ) consider the
fiber bundle &=L*(’) over 4 with total space
E#[(*, g) # 4_G : L*=?(g)]
and with the projection to the base given by the restriction to E of the
projection to the first factor. Composing a section of & with the projection
to G induces a one-to-one correspondence between sections of & and liftings
of L. Since 4 is paracompact and contractible, according to Proposition
3.5, Chapter 11 of [30], any fiber bundle over 4 is trivial and hence has
a globally defined section. This proves the first assertion of the theorem.
The second assertion follows by observing that the proof of the triviality of
C0-fiber bundles over a contractible space given in Section 3, Chapter 11
of [30] also holds, word for word, in the Ck-case.
3. SPECTRAL FLOW OF A PATH OF SELFADJOINT
FREDHOLM OPERATORS
Definition. Let [L*]* # I be a path of strongly-indefinite selfadjoint
Fredholm operators with invertible end-points. The spectral flow of [L*]* # I
on the interval I is defined by
sf(L, I )#12[sigJ (J+Kb)&sigJ (J+Ka)],
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where J in 8 iS(H ) is a symmetry and [J+K*]* # I is any path of compact
symmetric perturbations of J that is cogredient to [L*]* # I .
Of course, it follows from Theorem 2.1 that for each symmetry J
of H, the path [L*]* # I is cogredient to a path of compact symmetric
perturbations of J. To show that the above definition of spectral flow is
independent of the choices of symmetry and parametrix, let J and J$ be
symmetries of H and let [M*]* # I and [M$*]* # I be cogredient parametrices
for [L*]* # I relative to J and J$, respectively. For * in I, set M**L* M* #
J+K* and (M$*)*L*M$* #J$+K$* . Then the paths [J+K*]* # I and
[J$+K$*]* # I are cogredient since for * in 4,
J$+K$*=N**(J+K*) N* , where N* #M$* b M &1* .
According to Proposition 1.6,
12[sigJ (J+Kb)&sigJ (J+Ka)]=+rel (J+Ka , J+Kb). (3.1)
By the invariance of the relative Morse index under the cogredient action,
+rel (J+Ka , J+Kb)=+rel (N a*(J+Ka) Na , Na*(J+Kb) Na). (3.2)
On the other hand, observe that for each * in I, N**JN* is a compact
perturbation of J$ and therefore Na*(J+Ka) Na is Calkin equivalent to
N**(J+Kb) N* . By the continuity property of the relative Morse index,
+rel (N a*(J+Ka) Na , Na*(J+Kb) Na)
=+rel (Na*(J+Ka) Na , N b*(J+Kb) Nb). (3.3)
Once more we invoke Proposition 1.6 to obtain
+rel (N a*(J+Ka) Na , Nb*(J+Kb) Nb)
=12[sigJ$(J$+K$b)&sigJ$(J$+K$a)]. (3.4)
From (3.1)(3.4) we conclude that
12[sigJ (J+Kb)&sigJ (J+Ka)]
=12[sigJ$ (J$+K$b)&sigJ$ (J$+K$a)].
Thus the above definition of spectral flow is meaningful in that it is inde-
pendent of the choice of symmetry and corresponding choice of cogredient
parametrix.
For brevity, a path of operators with invertible end-points will be called
admissible.
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Proposition 3.1 (Normalization). Let L : I  8 iS(H ) be a path of
isomorphisms. Then sf(L, I )=0.
Proof. Using the action of a cogredient parametrix, this follows from
the invariance of the generalized signature along paths of isomorphisms
that are compact symmetric perturbations of a fixed symmetry. K
Proposition 3.2 (Invariance under Cogredience). Let the path L : I 
8iS(H ) be admissible. Then for any path M : I  GL(H ) of isomorphisms,
sf(L, I )=sf(M*LM, I ).
Proof. This is a consequence of the fact that the spectral flow has been
properly defined. K
Proposition 3.3. (Spectral Flow for Compact Perturbations of a Fixed
Operator). Let the admissible path L : I  8 iS(H ) be such that each
L*&La is compact. Then
sf(L, I )=+rel (La , Lb)=dim(E&(La) & E+(Lb))&dim(E&(Lb) & E+(La)).
(3.5)
Proof. Write L*=A+K* , where, for each * in I, K* is compact.
Choose an operator M in GL(H ) to be a parametrix for A. Then the
constant path [M* #M]* # I is a parametrix for the path L : I  8 iS(H ). By
the definition of spectral flow and Proposition 1.6,
sf(L, I )=+rel (M*LaM, M*LbM). (3.6)
However, the relative Morse index is a cogredient invariant, so
+rel (M*LaM, M*Lb M)=+rel (La , Lb). (3.7)
Formula (3.5) follows from (3.6) and (3.7). K
Proposition 3.4 (Additivity). If the path L : I  8 iS(H ) is admissible
both on [a, c] and on [c, b], then
sf(L, [a, b])=sf(L, [a, c])+sf(L, [c, b]).
Proof. This follows immediately from the definition of spectral flow for
paths of compact symmetric perturbations of J in terms of the difference
of generalized signatures. K
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Proposition 3.5 (Direct Sum Property). If L1 and L2 are admissible
paths of strongly indefinite selfadjoint Fredholm operators on Hilbert spaces
H1 and H2 , respectively. Then
sf(L1 L2 , I )=sf(L1 , I )+sf(L2 , I )
Proof. This follows from the corresponding additivity property of the
generalized signature. K
Proposition 3.6 (Homotopy Invariance Property). Let H : [0, 1]_
I  8 iS(H ) be a family such that for each s in [0, 1], the path Hs #H(s, } )
is admissible. Then sf(Hs , I ) is independent of s.
Proof. Choose a symmetry J in 8 iS(H ). By Theorem 2.1, with the con-
tractible parameter space 4#[0, 1]_I, we may choose a parametrix
M : [0, 1]_I  GL(H ) relative to J for H. By the definition of spectral
flow and Proposition 1.6, for each s in [0, 1],
sf(Hs , I )=sf(M s*Hs Ms , I )=+rel (M*HM(s, a), M*HM(s, b)).
But for each s in [0, 1], M*HM(s, a) and M*HM(s, b) are Calkin
equivalent selfadjoint isomorphisms. Thus the proposition follows from the
continuity property of the relative Morse index of pairs of such
operators. K
When the path L is closed, or more generally, when the end-points of the
path are cogredient, the spectral flow becomes invariant under a much
more general class of homotopies.
Proposition 3.7 (Homotopy Invariance for Paths with Cogredient
Ends). Let the family H : [0, 1]_I  8S(H ) be such that the paths
H0=H(0, } ) and H1=H(1, } ) are admissible and the paths H( } , a) and
H( } , b) are cogredient. Then
sf(H0 , I )=sf(H1 , I ).
Proof. Choose a symmetry J and a parametrix M : [0, 1]_I  GL(H )
as in the proof of the preceding proposition. Since cogredience is an equiv-
alence relation and the paths H( } , a) and H( } , b) are cogredient, the paths
[M*HM(s, a)#J+K(s, a)]s # [0, 1] and [M*HM(s, b)#J+K(s, b)]s # [0, 1]
are cogredient compact perturbations of J parametrized by the interval
[0, 1] that have invertible end-points. By the invariance of spectral-flow
under cogredience,
sf(M*HM( } , a), [0, 1])=sf(M*HM( } , b), [0, 1]), (3.8)
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which, by definition of spectral flow, may be expressed as
sigJ (J+K(1, a))&sigJ (J+K(0, a))
=sigJ (J+K(1, b))&sigI (J+K (0, b)),
so that
sigJ (J+K(0, b))&sigJ (J+K(0, a))
=sigJ (J+K(1, b))&sigI (J+K (1, a)),
i.e.,
sf(J+K(0, } ) , I )=sf(J+K(1, } ) , I ).
Thus, sf(H0 , I )=sf(H1 , I ). K
The above proposition allows us to extend the definition of spectral flow
to closed paths (and even paths with cogredient end-points) without any
assumption about invertibility of the the end-points. We will only provide
details for the case of closed paths. Indeed, let [L*]* # I be a closed path in
8iS(H ). Choose a compact symmetric operator K such that La+K=
Lb+K is invertible and define sf(L, I )#sf(L+K, I ). The independence of
the choice of the operator K follows at once from the homotopy property
described by the preceding proposition.
The spectral flow of a closed path has the homotopy invariance property
under free homotopies of closed paths.
Proposition 3.8 (Free Homotopy Property for Closed Paths). Let
H : [0, 1]_I  8iS(H ) be a family with the property that H(s, a)=H(s, b)
for all s in [0, 1]. Then
sf(H0 , I )=sf(H1 , I ).
In particular, for any closed path L+K that is a perturbation of a closed
path L in 8 iS(H ) by a path of compact symmetric operators K,
sf(L+K, I )=sf(L, I ).
Proof. We may choose a compact symmetric operator K$ such that
both H(0, a)+K$ and H(1, a)+K$ are invertible. Indeed, let P be the
orthogonal projection onto ker H(0, a), so that H(0, a)+P is invertible.
Let Q be the orthogonal projection onto ker(H(1, a)+P). Then for =>0
sufficiently small, K$#P+=Q has the desired perturbation property.
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Applying Proposition 3.7 to the homotopy H(s, *)+K$, 0s1, * # I, we
conclude that
sf(H0 , I )=sf(H0+K$, I )=sf(H1+K$, I )=sf(H1 , I ).
To verify the second assertion of the proposition, it is enough to consider
the homotopy L*+sK, 0s1, * # I. K
We have considered spectral flow for paths in 8 iS(H) with invertible
end-points and for closed paths in 8 iS(H ), where H is a real infinite-
dimensional separable Hilbert space. In fact, the definition of spectral flow
can immediately be extended to paths lying in the other two components
of 8S(H ), the component 8+S (H ) consisting of the essentially positive and
the component 8&S (H ) consisting of the essentially negative operators,
and also to include paths of symmetric operators acting on a finite-
dimensional Hilbert space. As we asserted in the introduction, the correct
notion of spectral flow for paths lying in 8+S (H ) is the difference of the
Morse indices between the initial and final point of the path. Rather than
considering separate cases, we will reduce the proofs of the properties of
spectral flow for general paths in 8S(H ), and the proof of the correspond-
ing general bifurcation theorem, to the strongly-indefinite case, by using
the following detour. Fix an auxiliary real separable infinite-dimensional
Hilbert space H0 . Let H be any real separable Hilbert space. Define the
Hilbert space H #H0 HH0 , endowed with the natural inner-product
making this sum orthogonal. To any selfadjoint Fredholm operator L in
8S(H ) we associate the selfadjoint strongly indefinite Fredholm operator L
in 8 i0(H ) that is defined by
L (u, v, w)#(u, L(v), &w) for (u, v, w) in H .
For a path [L*]* # I in 8S(H ), which either has invertible end-points or is
closed, we define its spectral flow to be the spectral flow of the associated
path [L *]* # I . For paths in 8 iS(H ), with H infinite-dimensional, this new
definition coincides with the previous one. This follows from the direct sum
and normalization properties of the spectral flow for paths of strongly
indefinite operators.
It is clear that all the properties of spectral flow that were proven above
continue to hold for general paths. For example, to verify formula (3.5) for
a general path [L*]* # I that lies in a single Calkin equivalence class, first
observe that the extended path [L *]* # I also lies in a single Calkin equiv-
alence class. According to Proposition 3.3, sf(L, I )#sf(L , I )=+rel (L a , L b).
It follows immediately from the definition of the relative Morse index that
+rel (L a , L b)=+rel (La , Lb). Thus sf(L, I )=+rel (La , Lb). The proofs of the
other properties for general paths are similar.
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For paths of essentially positive operators with invertible end-points, the
following proposition reconciles our definition with the assertion made in
the introduction regarding spectral flow for such paths.
Proposition 3.9. Let [L*]* # I be an admissible path of essentially
positive operators in 8S(H ). Then
sf(L, I )=+(La)&+(Lb). (3.9)
Proof. Here we will need the fact that if S, T and R are Calkin
equivalent selfadjoint isomorphisms, then
+rel (S, T )=+rel (S, R)++rel (R, T ):
this can be proven directly or it also is a consequence of the additivity of
spectral flow and formula (3.5), for general paths. Moreover, as observed
earlier, if T is positive-definite, then clearly +rel (S, T)=+(S).
Case (i). Assume that the path lies in a single Calkin equivalence class.
Then, as we observed above,
sf(L, I )=+rel (La , Lb).
Choose a positive-definite operator T in 8S(H ) that is Calkin equivalent to
La , and hence also to Lb : for instance, take T=La+sK, where K is the
orthogonal projection onto the spectral subspace of La corresponding to
the interval (&, =] with =>0 not in the spectrum of La and small
enough and s>0 is sufficiently large. By the two properties of the relative
Morse index mentioned above,
sf(L, I )=+rel (La , Lb)
=+rel (La , T )++rel (T, Lb)
=+rel (La , T )&+rel (Lb , T)
=+(La)&+(Lb).
Case (ii). Assume that the path has positive-definite end-points.
We must show that sf(L, I )=0. Since both 8+S (H ) and the set of positive-
definite selfadjoint operators are convex, the homotopy sL*+(1&s) Id,
0s1, a*b, defines a deformation of L through admissible paths to
a constant path. By the normalization and homotopy properties of spectral
flow, sf(L, I )=0.
Finally we consider the general case. Let Ka and Kb be compact sym-
metric operators such that both La+Ka and Lb+Kb are positive-definite.
For 0t1, define At #La+(1&t) Ka and Bt #Lb+tKb . Let the path C
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be the concatenation of the paths [At]t # [0, 1] , [Lt]t # [a, b] and [Bt]t # [0, 1] .
Then C is a path in 8+S (H ) with end-points that are positive-definite and
therefore, by the second case considered, its spectral flow is zero. By the
additivity of spectral flow, this means that
sf(A, [0, 1])+sf(L, [a, b]+sf(B, [0, 1])=0.
Therefore, by the first case we considered,
sf(L, 1)=sf(A, [0, 1])&sf(B, [0, 1])
=&[+(La+Ka)&+(La)]&[+(Lb)&+(Lb+Kb)]
=+(La)&+(Lb). K
For an admissible path [L*]* # I of essentially negative selfadjoint
Fredholm operators, the formula for spectral flow is: sf(L, I )=+(&Lb)&
+(&La). This follows by the same proof used above to establish (3.9).
We close this section by comparing the spectral flow with parity. The
parity is a homotopy invariant of paths in 80(H) with invertible end-
points. In the case of paths of compact perturbations of the identity it is
defined as follows: a linear compact perturbation of the identity T=Id&K
has only a finite number of negative real eigenvalues, each of which is of
finite algebraic multiplicity: define m(T) to be the sum of the algebraic
multiplicities of the real negative eigenvalues of T. The parity of a path
[L*=Id&K*]* # I of compact perturbations of the identity, with invertible
end-points, is the number
_(L, I )#(&1)m(La)&m(Lb). (3.10)
Now consider a general path L : I  80(H) of Fredholm operators of index
zero, with invertible end-points. We can choose a parametrix for this path,
i.e., a path of invertible operators M : I  GL(H ) such that for each * in
I, M*L*=Id&K* with K* compact. The parity of L on I is defined to be
the parity of the transformed path ML on I : _(L, I )#_(ML, I ). It is
shown in [14] that parity is a properly defined additive homotopy
invariant with values in Z2=[1, &1] that possesses a normalization and
direct sum property and is invariant with respect to compositions with
paths of isomorphisms. In [13], using the corresponding finite-dimensional
result of Ize [20], it is shown that all families of C1-Fredholm mappings
whose linearization at the trivial branch is homotopic to L undergo bifur-
cation if and only if _(L, I )=&1. That the spectral flow provides a
stronger bifurcation invariant in the variational case is a consequence of
Theorem 1 and the following formula (3.11).
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Proposition 3.10. For an admissible path L of selfadjoint Fredholm
operators
_(L, I )=(&1)sf(L, I). (3.11)
Proof. The algebraic and geometric multiplicities of the eigenvalues of
a symmetric matrix T are equal and so m(T )=+(T ). Thus for a path L of
symmetric matrices with invertible end-points,
sf(L, I )=+(La)&+(Lb)=m(La)&m(Lb).
Therefore (3.11) holds in the finite-dimensional case.
Next we consider the case of a path in 8 iS(H ) of compact symmetric per-
turbations of a fixed symmetry J. Indeed, the parity has normalization,
direct sum and homotopy properties parallel to those possessed by the
spectral flow. Therefore, based on the construction we made in Section 1
of the spectral flow by Galerkin approximations, we conclude that the
validity of (3.11) for such a path follows from its validity in the finite
dimensional case.
Since the parity is invariant with respect to composition with paths of
isomorphisms, it is also invariant, as is the spectral flow, with respect to the
action of a cogredient parametrix. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, the validity
of (3.11) for paths of compact symmetric perturbations of J implies that
it also holds for general paths in 8 iS(H ).
Finally, consider a general path in 8S(H ). By the direct sum and nor-
malization properties of the parity, for the extension L of L described
above, we have _(L, I )=_(L , I ). By its very definition, sf(L, I )=sf(L , I ).
This proves (3.11) for general paths. K
4. SPECTRAL FLOW AT ISOLATED SINGULAR POINTS
Given a path L : I  8S(H ), consider an interior point *0 of I that is
isolated in the singular set 7(L)#[* in I | L* is singular]. For this isolated
singular point, we define the spectral flow of L across *0 by
sf(L, *0)# lim
$  0
sf(L, [*0&$, *0+$]).
That this limit exists is a consequence of the additivity and normalization
properties of the spectral flow. In this section we provide two calculations
of spectral flow across an isolated singular point.
First let us assume that the path L : I  8S(H ) is continuously differen-
tiable. At an interior singular point *0 of L we associate a quadratic form
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Q(L, *0) on ker L*0 that is defined to be the restriction of the form
(L4 *0 h; h) to ker L*0 i.e.,
Q(L, *0)(h)#(L4 *0 h; h) for h in ker L*0 . (4.1)
Following the terminology of Robbin and Salamon [35], we will refer to
the quadratic form Q(L, *0) as the crossing form of L at *0 . It is not
difficult to see that the crossing form is nondegenerate if and only if there
are positive numbers c and = such that
&L*h&c |*&*0 | &h& for |*&*0 |= and all h in H. (4.2)
In particular, if the crossing form Q(L, *0) is nondegenerate, then *0 is an
isolated singular point of L and we call *0 a regular singular point. The
formula that we will now show for the spectral flow of a path in 8 iS(H )
across a regular singular point *0 is the analogue of the formula for parity
(formula (6.19) in [14]) of a path in 80(H ) across a singular point *0 that
was established under assumption (4.2).
Theorem 4.1. Let the interior point *0 of I be a regular singular point of
the continuously differentiable path L : I  8S(H ) and Q(L, *0) be the
crossing form of L at *0 . Then
sf(L, *0)=sig Q(L, *0). (4.3)
Proof. As we observed above, a regular singular point is isolated, so
sf(L, *0) is defined. Since ker L*0 is finite-dimensional and ker L*0 
im L*0=H, we may choose a positive number = so small that the only
point in the spectrum of L*0 in the interval [&=, =] is 0. We then choose
a positive number \ so small that neither = nor &= lie in the spectrum of
L*0 for * in I\ #[*0&\, *0&\].
For * in I\ let P* be the orthogonal projection onto the spectral sub-
space associated with the part of the spectrum of L* lying in the interval
[&=, =]. Then P : I\  L(H ) is a continuously differentiable path of
orthogonal projections. By the discussion in Section 6, Chapter 2 of
Kato [22], there is an open interval J containing *0 and a continuously
differentiable path U of orthogonal operators such that
U*0=Id and U* P* U
&1
* =P*0 for * in J. (4.4)
By the invariance under congredience of the spectral flow, sf(L, *0)=
sf(ULU&1, *0).
For notational convenience, here set H0 #ker L*0 . Observe that since,
for each * in J, the operator L* is reduced by P* , the relation (4.4) implies
that the operator U*L*U &1* is reduced by the decomposition H=H0 H
=
0
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and moreover its restriction to H =0 is an isomorphism. Therefore, by the
direct sum and the normalization properties of spectral flow, we have
sf(ULU&1, *0)=sf(ULU&1 | H0 , *0).
Put l* #U* L*U &1* |H0 . Since sf(L, *0)=sf(ULU
&1, *0), the preceding
formula means that
sf(L, *0)=sf(l, *0). (4.5)
Observe that for * in J,
l4 *=
d
d*
(U*) b L* b U &1* }H0+U* b
d
d*
(L*) b U &1* }H0+U* b L* b
d
d*
(U &1* ) }H0 .
Thus, since L*0 is symmetric and U*0=Id,
(l4 *0 u; v)=(L4 *0 u; v) for u and v in ker L*0=ker l*0 .
This means that the crossing forms of L and l at *0 are equal:
Q(L, *0)=Q(l, *0). (4.6)
In view of (4.5) and (4.6), the proof will be complete provided we show
that
sf(l, *0)=sig Q(l, *0). (4.7)
Since, by assumption, *0 is a regular singular point of L, the crossing
form Q(L, *0) is nondegenerate. Therefore, by (4.6), the form Q(l, *0) on
H0 also is nondegenerate. This means that l4 *0 is an invertible operator on
H0 . Thus there is a positive number : such that l4 *0+A also is invertible for
A in L(H0) with &A&<:. On the other hand, since l*0=0, we may choose
a positive number $ such that
l* (*&*0)&l4 *0=(l*&l*0)(*&*0)&l4 *0
has norm less than : provided that 0<|*&*0 |<$.
Define the homotopy H : [0, 1]_[*0&$, *0+$]  L(H0) by
H(t, *)=tl*+(1&t)(*&*0) l4 *0 .
The preceding choice of $ is sufficient to guarantee that
H(t, *)=[*&*0] _t((l*&l*0)(*&*0)&l4 *0)+l4 *0&
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is invertible for 0t1 and *=*0\$ . Therefore, by the homotopy
invariance of the spectral flow
sf(l, *0)=sf((*&*0) l4 *0 , *0).
But, by (3.9),
sf((*&*0) l4 *0 , *0)=+(&l4 *0)&+(l4 *0)#sig l4 *0
and hence we have formula (4.7). K
Remark. By the additivity and normalization properties of spectral
flow, from (4.3) we conclude that the spectral flow of a path with only
regular crossing points can be computed as the sum of signatures of the
crossing forms. This is the approach to the construction of spectral flow
taken by Robbin and Salamon in [35]. In this approach the operators
need not be bounded. Theorem 4.1, together with the approximation
theorem proved in the next section, shows that, in the case of bounded
selfadjoint operators, our definition of spectral flow coincides with that of
Robbin and Salamon.
Let us now turn to the computation of spectral flow of a path across an
isolated singular point that is not regular. Assume that the path L : I 
8S(H ) is analytic and has *0 as an isolated singular point. Then it can be
shown (cf. Rabier [32]), by using a finite-dimensional reduction as in the
proof of Theorem 4.1 together with a reduction procedure for analytic
paths of symmetric matrices, that there is an analytic path M : J  GL(H )
defined on a neighborhood J of *0 such that [N* #M**L*M*]* # I is in
Smith Normal Form, i.e., the subspace H0 #ker L*0 reduces N* for all * in
J and, moreover, relative to the splitting H=H0 H =0 the family [N*]* # J
has the form N*=D* T* where D*=diag[=i (*&*0)ki]; 1in, with
=i=\1 and T* is an isomorphism. The numbers ki are called exponents
and the =i are called the sign characteristics. They are local analytic
invariants of the path L at *0 . The next proposition expresses the spectral
flow across *0 in terms of these invariants.
Proposition 4.2. If *0 is an isolated singular point of the analytic path
L, then
sf(L, *0)=12 _ :
n
i=1
=i (1&(&1)ki)& , (4.8)
where (=1 , ..., =n) are the sign characteristics with corresponding exponents
(ki , ..., kn) of L at *0 .
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Proof. By the invariance under cogredience, the normalization and the
direct sum properties of the spectral flow, sf(L, *0)=sf(D, *0). That
sf(D, *0) equals the righthand side of (4.8) is an immediate consequence of
(3.9). K
The following is a very special calculation of spectral flow for paths of
the form * [ Id&*K, where K is compact and symmetric.
Proposition 4.3. Let the operator K in L(H ) be compact and
symmetric and the number *0 be a characteristic value of K. Then
sf(Id&*K, *0)=&dim ker(Id&*0 K). (4.9)
Proof. This follows immediately from formula (3.9) and the observation
that
+(Id&*$K)= :
*=*$:, :>1
dim ker(Id&*K). K
5. SPECTRAL FLOW AS IN INTERSECTION INDEX
The set 7/8S(H ) of all singular (i.e., noninvertible) selfadjoint
Fredholm operators of index 0 is an infinite dimensional stratified set. It
can be decomposed as S=k1 Sk , where, for each k, Sk is the set of
operators in 8S(H ) having a k-dimensional kernel. Each Sk is an infinite
dimensional submanifold of 8S(H ) of finite codimension [k(k+1)]2. In
particular, the submanifold S1 is of codimension 1. Furthermore, the
normal bundle of S1 in 8S(H) is orientable by an orientation that we now
describe.
Proposition 5.1. There is a neighborhood O in 8S(H ) of the set S1 and
an analytic function ’ : O  R such that:
(i) ’&1(0)=S1 & O and for each T in O, ’(T ) is a simple eigenvalue
of T.
(ii) If a continuously differentiable path L : I  8S(H ) crosses S1 at
*0 , then writing ’(*)#’(L*),
’$(*0)=(L4 *0h; h) for any unit vector h in ker L*0 . (5.1)
Proof. Let T belong to S1 . Since ker T is finite-dimensional and
ker T imT=H, there is a neighborhood J of 0 in R in which the only
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point of the spectrum of T is 0. Since T is selfjoint, the algebraic multi-
plicity of 0 as an eigenvalue of T is 1. Using elementary properties of the
spectral projections, it follows that:
(a) There is a neighborhood N of T such that for any A in N, there
is a unique eigenvalue ’N (A) of A in J, it is of algebraic multiplicity 1 and
it depends analytically on A in N;
(b) For each unit vector h in ker T, there is a unique analytic
function v : N  H such that v(T)=h and for all A in N, A(v(A))=
’N (A)v(A) and &v(A)&=1.
By the very definition of the functions in (a) they coincide in the intersec-
tions of their domains. Define O to be the union of the neighborhoods N,
as T varies in S1 . Then define the function ’ : O  R as the unique function
that restricted to each N coincides with ’N . Then the function ’ : O  R
is analytic, for each T in N, ’(T ) is a simple eigenvalue of T and
S1=’&1(0).
To verify (ii), let the continuously differentiable path L : I  8S(H ) cross
S1 at *0 . Without loss of generality we may suppose the path lies in a
neighborhood N of L*0 for which the above property (a) holds. Let h be
a unit vector in ker L*0 , and let v : N  H be the corresponding eigenvalue
choice function as in (b). Set v(L*)#v* for * in I. Then
’(*)=(L*v* ; v*) for * in I.
We differentiate this identity to obtain
’$(*0)=(L4 *0 h; h) +(L* , v* *0 ; h)+(L*0 h; v* *0).
But since L*0 h=0 and L*0 is symmetric,
(L*0 v* *0 ; h) +(L*0 h; v* *0) =0.
and formula (5.1) follows. K
Corollary 5.2. Let ’ : O  R be the function defined in the preceding
proposition and let L : I  8S(H ) be a continuously differentiable path such
that at the interior point *0 of I, L*0 is in S1 . Then L transversal to S1 at *0
if and only if ’$(*0){0. Moreover, in this case, *0 is a regular singular point
of the path L and
sf(L, *0)=sgn ’$(*0). (5.2)
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Proof. The first assertion follows immediately from part (i) of Proposi-
tion 5.1. Let us prove the second. The crossing form Q(L, *0) is the restric-
tion to the one dimensional subspace ker L*0 of the form (L4 *0 h; h) . There-
fore, by part (ii) of Proposition 5.1, the crossing form is nondegenerate, i.e.,
*0 is a regular singular point of L if and only if L is transverse to S1 at *0 .
Thus *0 is a regular singular point of L. As such, it is isolated and, by
Theorem 4.1 and formula (5.1),
sf(L, *0)=sig Q(L, *0)=sgn ’$(*0). K
The function ’ : O  R defined in Proposition 5.1 induces a trivialization
and hence an orientation of the normal bundle T(8S(H))T(S1) of the
manifold S1 in 8S(H ). Given a path L crossing S1 transversly at *, the
number sgn ’$(*) is called the oriented crossing number of the path at *.
Consider a continuously differentiable path L : I  8S(H ) that only crosses
S1 transversly at points in the interior of I. Then the number of crossing
points is necessarily finite. The sum of the crossing numbers at all crossing
points is called the intersection index of the path L with the one codimen-
sional manifold S1 . It is a standard theorem in differential topology that
the definition of intersection index of a path with a closed submanifold of
codimension one can be extended to paths with nontransversal intersection
and is a homotopy invariant of the path with endpoints not in the sub-
manifold. The manifold S1 is not closed in 8S(H ). However, since
S=k2 Sk , is of codimension greater than two, the above assertion is
still valid but with respect to the closure S 1=7 of S1 . The following
theorem is an interpretation of spectral flow as an oriented intersection
index of paths of selfadjoint operators with the variety 7 of singular
operators.
Theorem 5.3. Let the path L : I  8S(H ) be admissible. Then there are
arbitrarily small (in the uniform topology) smooth perturbations L of L
that have only transversal intersections with S1 . Moreover, if L is a close
enough such approximation of L, then sf(L, I )=sf(L , I ) coincides with the
intersection index of L with S1 .
Proof. Since paths that are close to L : I  8S(H ) are homotopic to
L : I  8S(H ) by an admissible affine homotopy, the second assertion of
the theorem follows from Corollary 5.2, using the homotopy and additivity
properties of the spectral flow. Thus it remains only to prove the first
assertion regarding smooth transversal approximation.
We will prove the approximation property for paths in 8 iS(H ), and leave
the case of paths of semidefinite operators to the reader. Following the
approach used in [14] to calculate parity, our strategy will be to use
parametrices in order to reduce the problem to finite dimensions.
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We begin by approximating the path L by a smooth path with the same
name. Select a symmetry J in L(H ). By Theorem 2.1 we may choose a
smooth cogredient parametrix that transforms L to a path [J+K*]* # I of
compact symmetric perturbations of J. Thus to prove the approximation
property it will suffice to prove it for smooth paths of the form [J+K*]* # I
and also verify that a smooth path crosses S1 transversly if and only if any
smoothly cogredient path also does so.
Let [Pn] be the sequence of orthogonal Galerkin projections associated
with the symmetry J, as defined in Section 1. Since the sequence [PnK*]
converges to K* , uniformly with respect to * in I, the path J+K : I 
8S(H ) can be arbitrarily approximated by smooth paths of the same form
having the additional property that the image of each K* is contained in a
finite dimensional J-invariant subspace H . Assume that [J+K*]* # I itself
has this property.
Let 7 be the set of singular operators in L(H ) stratified by [S k]1kk0 .
By the Thom Transversality Theorem, the set of paths in L(H ) transversal
to 7 is dense in C 1(I, L(H )). Since for k2 the codimension of S k is
bigger than one, any path transversal to 7 will intersect 7 only in S 1 and
will intersect S 1 transversly. Therefore, the restriction to H of the path
J+K may be arbitrarily approximated by paths having singular points
consisting only of transversal crossings of S 1 . By extending the
approximating paths to paths which at each * restrict to J on H =, we
obtain arbitrarily close approximations of J+K that have the desired
transversality property.
It remains to show that for smooth paths L : I  8S(H ) and M : I 
GL(H ), the path L is transversal to S1 at *0 if and only if the path M*LM
is transversal to S1 at the same point. Clearly both paths have kernels of
the same dimension at *0 . Hence by Proposition 5.1 it is enough to show
that the two crossing forms coincide. For paths of strongly-indefinite
operators this can be easily proved calculating the derivative of M*LM
and arguing as in the proof of Proposition 5.1. K
6. PROOF OF THE BIFURCATION THEOREM AND
FINAL COMMENTS
We devote this section to the proof of Theorem 1 stated in the introduc-
tion. It suffices to prove the theorem in the case that the Hessians are
strongly-indefinite. Indeed, as in the last part of Section 3, choose an
auxiliary real separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H0 and consider
the Hilbert space H #H0 HH0 , equipped with an inner-product
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making the sum orthogonal. Define the auxiliary functional  : I_H  R
by
 (*, (w, u, v))# 12 &w&
2+(*, u)& 12 &v&
2.
It is clear that bifurcation of critical points of  occurs at the same
parameter values as those of  ; the spectral flow of the Hessians along the
trivial critical points of  and  are the same; the Hessians of  are
strongly indefinite. Therefore, without loss of generality, we will assume
that the Hessians are strongly-indefinite.
Before turning to the proof of the theorem we will prove two elementary
lemmas. The first is a precise statement of the version of the Lyapunov
Schmidt Reduction for critical points that we will use. The second is a
technical lemma that we will need to compare the spectral flow of a path
of Hessians of functionals with the spectral flow of the Hessians of an
associated LyapunovSchmidt Reduction.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that the functional  : R_H  R is twice con-
tinuously differentiable. For (*, h) in R_H, set F(*, h)#{h(*, h) and
assume that F(*, 0)=0 for all * in I. Also suppose that P : H  H is an
orthogonal projection that has the property that for all * in I.
(Id&P)
F
h
(*, 0) : (Id&P)(H )  (Id&P)(H ) is invertible.
Then there is a positive number = and a continuously differentiable mapping
g : I_N  (Id&P)(H ),
where N=[h in P(H ) | &h&<=], that has the property that
g(*, 0)=0 for all * in I
and
(Id&P) F(*, h+ g(*, h))=0 for all (*, h) in I_N.
Moreover, if the mapping f : I_N  P(H) and the functional , : I_N  R
are defined by
f (*, h)#F(*, h+ g(*, h)) and ,(*, h)#(*, h+ g(*, h)),
then
{h,(*, h)= f (*, h) for all (*, h) in I_N.
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Proof. The Implicit Function Theorem and the compactness of the interval
I imply that there is a positive number = and a continuously differentiable
mapping g : I_N  (Id&P)(H ), where N=[h in P(H ) | &h&<=], such
that g(*, 0)=0 for all * in I and
(Id&P) F(*, h+ g(*, h))=0 for all (*, h) in I_N.
Let (*, h) belong to I_N. From the definition of , and the Chain Rule it
follows that for each h0 in P(H ),
({h ,(*, h); h0) # lim
t  0
,(*, h+th0)&,(*, h)
t
=F(*, h+ g(*, h)); h0+gh (*, h) h0 .
However, gh(*, h) h0 belongs to (Id&P) H, F(*, h+ g(*, h)) belongs to
P(H) since (Id&P) F(*, h+ g(*, h))=0, and the projection P is orthogonal.
Consequently,
({h,(*, h); h0)=(F(*, h+ g(*, h)); h0) for all h0 in P(H ),
and so
{h,(*, h)= f (*, h). K
For the remainder of this section we fix J to be a symmetry of the type
considered in Section 1 and let [Pn : H  Hn] be the associated sequence of
Galerkin projections.
Lemma 6.2. Let L : I  8 iS(H) be a path of compact symmetric perturba-
tions of J that has invertible end-points. Then there is positive number c and
a natural number N such that if *=a, b and nN, then
&(Id&Pn) L*(h)&c &h& for all h in H =n (6.1)
and
&PnL*(h)&c &h& for all h in Hn . (6.2)
Proof. Set L*=J+K* for * in I. For each natural number n, the
decomposition H=Hn H =n reduces the operator J, so that for each * in I,
(Id&Pn) L*(h)=J(h)+(Id&Pn) K*(h) for all h in H =n . (6.3)
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and
PnL*(h)=L*(h)&(Id&Pn) K*(h) for all h in Hn . (6.4)
From the invertibility of J, La and Lb we conclude that there is a positive
number c such that
&J(h)&2c &h&, &La(h)&2c&h&, and (6.5)
&Lb(h)&2c &h& for all h in H.
On the other hand, since [Pn] converges to the identity, uniformly on
compact sets, we may choose a natural number N such that for all * in I
and nN,
&(Id&Pn) K*(h)&c &h& for all h in H. (6.6)
In view of (6.3) and (6.4), (6.1) and (6.2) follow from the inequalities (6.5)
and (6.6). K
Proof of Theorem 1. We may assume that the Hessians are strongly-
indefinite and, for simplicity, that U=R_H. By Theorem 2.1, there is a
cogredient parametrix M with respect to the symmetry J for the path L.
Define the functional  : I_H  R by
 (*, h)#(*, M*(h)).
Then for all (*, h) in I_H, if we set F(*, h)#{h(*, h), we have
{h (*, h)=M **F(*, M*(h)) (6.7)
and
({h )
h
(*, 0)=M**L*M* . (6.8)
Since [M*]* # I and [M**]* # I are paths of invertible operators with paths
of invertible inverses, there is bifurcation of nontrivial solutions of the
equation F(*, h)=0 from the trivial branch I_[0] if and only if there is
bifurcation of nontrivial solutions of the equation M**F(*, M(h))=0 from
the trivial branch I_[0]. Consequently, by possible replacing  : R_H
 R by  : R_H  R, in view of (6.7) and (6.8), and the invariance of
spectral flow under the action of cogredient parametrices, from now on we
may assume that for each parameter * in I, L*=J+K* with K* compact
and symmetric.
By Lemma 6.2, we may choose a positive integer N and a positive num-
ber c such that the inequalities (6.1) and (6.2) hold.
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Let nN. By (6.1), for each * in I, the linear operator (Id&Pn) b L* :
H =n  H
=
n is one-to-one and therefore, since it is a compact perturbation
of an invertible operator, it is invertible. Thus, by Lemma 6.2, there is a
positive number = and a continuously differentiable mapping gn : I_
(N=(0) & Hn)  H
=
n having the property that for all * in I,
gn(*, 0)=0 (6.9)
and
(Id&Pn) F(*, v+ gn(*, v))=0 for all v in Hn & N=(0). (6.10)
Define On #N=(0) & Hn and then define the mapping fn : I_On  Hn by
fn(*, v)#PnF(*, v+ gn(*, v)).
Observe that for (*, v) in I_On , if fn(*, v)=0 and v{0, then h#
v+ gn(*, v){0 and F(*, h)=0. Moreover, since gn is continuous and
gn(*, 0)=0, the vector h=v+ gn(*, v) is small if v is small. Thus to prove
the theorem it suffices to prove the existence of the nontrivial solutions of
the equation
fn(*, v)=0, (*, v) in I_On . (6.11)
arbitrarily close to the trivial branch.
Now Lemma 6.2 asserts that the mapping fn : I_On  Hn is a path of
gradients: more specifically,
fn(*, v)={v,n(*, v), where ,n(*, v)=(*, v+ gn(*, v))
for (*, v) in I_On ,
and the functional ,n : I_Nn  R is twice continuously differentiable.
Define
ln, * #
fn
v
(*, v) } v=0 for * in I.
We will show that if nN and is sufficiently large, then
sf(L, I )=sf(ln , I ), (6.12)
and therefore have reduced the original problem to an equivalent finite-
dimensional one.
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The first step towards verifying (6.12) is to observe that by the definition
of spectral flow for compact symmetric perturbations of J, if n is suf-
ficiently large and if for * in I we let L*, n #Pn b L* |Hn be the nth Galerkin
approximation of L* , then
sf(L, I )=sf(Ln , I ).
Therefore to verify (6.12) is to verify that if nN is sufficiently large,
sf(Ln , I )=sf(ln , I ). (6.13)
The second step is to observe that for nN and * in I, we have the explicit
formula
ln, * #
fn
v
(*, v) } v=0=Pn b L* b (Idn+Cn, *)=L*, n+Pn b L* b Cn, * ,
where
Cn, * #
gn
v
(*, 0) } v=0 and Idn #Id | Hn .
Define the homotopy Hn : [0, 1]_I  L(Hn) by
Hn(t, *)=L*, n+tPn b L* b Cn, * for (t, *) in [0, 1]_I.
Then Hn(0, } )=Ln and Hn(0, } )=ln . The spectral flow is constant along a
homotopy of admissible paths, which, in our present case, is equivalent to
the continuity property of the signature of nonsingular symmetric matrices.
Therefore, to verify (6.13) it will suffice to show that if nN is sufficiently
large, then
Hn(t, a) and Hn(t, b) are invertible for all t in [0, 1]. (6.14)
But by (6.2) the number c>0, which is independent of n, has the property
that
&L*, n(h)&c &h& for all h in Hn if *=a, b and nN,
and therefore (6.14) will follow if we can verify that
lim
n  
&Cn, a &= lim
n  
&Cn, b&=0. (6.15)
We will verify this at *=a.
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Let nN. Observe that by differentiating the identity (6.10) and evaluating
at v=0, we obtain
(Id&Pn) b La b (Idn+Cn, a)=0, (6.16)
i.e.,
&(Id&Pn) b La b Idn=(Id&Pn) b La b Cn, a .
Moreover, by (6.1),
&(Id&Pn) La(h)&c&h& for all h in H =n ,
and therefore, since the image of Cn, a lies in H =n ,
&(Id&Pn) b La &c &Ca, n &.
In particular,
the sequence of operators [Cn, a]nN is bounded. (6.17)
But we have La=J+Ka , (Id&Pn) b J b Idn=0 and (Id&Pn) JCn, a=
JCa, n . Thus we may also rewrite (6.16) as
J b Cn, a=&(Id&Pn) b Ka b (Idn+Cn, a),
which, since J is an isometry, implies that
&Cn, a&=&(Id&Pn) b Ka b (Idn+Cn, a)& for all nN. (6.18)
But the sequence of projections [Id&Pn] converge uniformly to 0 on com-
pact sets, and therefore, since we have just shown that the sequence of
operators [Idn+Cn, a]nN is bounded, from (6.18) follows the desired limit
(6.15).
Therefore (6.13) holds if nN is sufficiently large and so we have
reduced the proof to the finite-dimensional case. The remainder of the
proof is standard. Here is a sketch of the argument in which we will use the
local critical groups following, say, Berger [4].
Fix nN large enough so that (6.13) holds, i.e.,
sf(ln , I )=+(ln, a)&+(ln, b){0. (6.19)
Assume, in fact, that there are no nontrivial critical points of the path of
functionals [n(*, } ) : Hn  R]* # I close to the trivial branch. For nota-
tional convenience, set l#ln , f#fn and #n , and without loss of
generality, we also suppose that (*, 0)=0. Then there is a positive num-
ber $ such that f (*, v){0 for * in I and 0<&v&<$ . Thus 0 is an isolated
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critical point of the functional * #(*, } ). Hence for any * in I and any
positive integer k, we can consider the kth-local critical group, Ck(* , 0),
associated to the isolated critical point 0 of the functional * . This group
is defined by
Ck(* , 0)#Hk(0* & N, 
0
* & N"[0]),
where Hk( } , } ) denotes the k-th relative singular homology group with
coefficients in Z, 0* #[x | *(x)0] and N is a small enough neigh-
borhood of 0. Since 0 is an isolated critical point of * it follows from
Morse theory that for each k, the rank of the critical group Ck(* , 0) is
independent of *. On the other hand, by the Morse lemma it follows that
whenever 0 is a nondegenerate critical point of * (i.e., the Hessian l* of
the critical point 0 is nonsingular), this group can be computed as
Ck(* , 0)={Z0
if k=+(l*),
otherwise.
(6.20)
But +(la){+(lb) since the spectral flow of the path of Hessians is nonzero,
and therefore the preceding calculation contradicts the continuity of the
ranks of the critical groups. K
Closing Remarks and Historical Comments
We finish the paper with some comments and references to related
results. The use of topological methods in bifurcation theory reachs back
to the work of Krasnosel’skii and his school in the sixties (cf. [24, 26]).
The subject became very popular in the seventies after the work of
Rabinowitz [33] on global bifurcation. The Krasnosel’skiiRabinowitz
theory was extended to several parameters by Alexander and by Ize (cf.
[21]) and to more general classes of mappings by several authors. Among
many other generalizations, the extension to families of Ck Fredholm map-
pings of index 0 was carried out in [13, 15].
Stimulated by the Krasnosel’skii Bifurcation Theorem for compact
potential perturbations of the identity [24], the study of bifurcation in the
presence of variational structure quickly became an active field. However,
most authors have restricted their analysis to isolated points in 7(L)#
[* in I | L* in noninvertible]. In addition, frequently it is assumed that f has
a special affine form: f (x, *)#L+*C, where L is a linear selfadjoint
Fredholm operator and C is a compact gradient. In this case the use of
Lagrange multipliers allows one to recast the bifurcation problem as a
minimization problem for functional constrained to a hypersurface. When
the functional is invariant under a large symmetry group there is usually an
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abundance of bifurcating solutions. This is measured by the Ljusternik
Schnirel’man category, the Krasnosel’skii genus or some other appropriate
cohomological index. Another popular topological approach to bifurcation
for variational problems uses degree theory for equivariant gradient
mappings. We shall not even attempt to review all this research here. The
survey papers of Rabinowitz [34] and Ize [21] together with the book of
Bartsch [37] cover a good deal of this material. The survey of Ize also
provides a good introduction to several parameter bifurcation and to
another important case in which the presence of the additional structure,
namely having maps equivariant under action of some Lie group, leads to
finer bifurcation invariants.
We will only single out here some of the previous results in bifurcation
of critical points of functionals with Fredholm gradient that can be con-
sidered as forerruners of the present theory. Those are the papers of Rabier
[32], Krasnosel’skii, Muhamediev, and Pokrovskii [26], Chow and
Lauterbach [9], Kielho fer [23], Mawhin and Willem in [28], and of
Smoller and Wasserman in [36].
In Krasnosel’skii, Muhamediev, and Pokrovskii [26], in Chow and
Lauterbach [9] and in Kielho fer [23] bifurcation at isolated points in
7(L) in the variational setting is described in terms of a ‘‘crossing number’’.
The crossing number !(L, *0) is defined there as one half of the difference
between sig L*0+$ on im P*0+$ and sig L*0&$ on im P*0&$ where P* the
spectral projection introduced in the proof of Theorem 4.1 and $ is small
enough. As is established in the first part of the proof of Theorem 4.1,
!(L, *0)=sf(L, *0) and hence for gradients of C2 functionals, the varia-
tional bifurcation theorems in [26, 9, 23] also are consequences of our
Theorem 1. However, the above bifurcation results were formulated in a
slightly different setting and hence we leave to the reader the precise
comparison.
Let us observe that the explicit computation of the crossing number
using its definition appears to be almost impossible in general, since only
in very simple problems can one obtain a precise description of the eigen-
value curves. The homotopy invariance of the spectral flow makes our
result particularly useful in applications since it can be used in a way that
is reminiscent of the use of topological degree in the existence problems for
nonlinear partial differential equations. In practice this means that deter-
mination of the spectral flow can be made after deforming L into a much
simpler family for which this calculation is routine. This will be the
approach to bifurcation of periodic orbits of Hamiltonian systems in the
second part of this paper.
For analytic paths of selfadjoint Fredholm operators, Rabier’s theory
provides an effective computation of the spectral flow through a degenerate
isolated point in terms of the analytic invariants of the path at the given
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point. Geometricaly, the exponents arising in his calculation represent the
order of contact of the path with the various strata of the natural stratifica-
tion of the space of all selfadjoint Fredholm operators. They are invariant
under analytic change of parametrization. In the analytic case our theory
complements Rabier’s results by showing that the algebraic expression
ni=1 =i[1&(&1)
ki] is not only an analytic but also a topological invariant
of the path.
The bifurcation theorems of Mawhin and Willem in [28] and of Smoller
and Wasserman in [36] deal with bifurcation on intervals of the type con-
sidered here, but only in the semidefinite case. To be more precise,
Theorem 8.7 in [28] is not stated in terms of the linearization L but
directly in terms of the local critical groups. If 0 is a nondegenerate critical
point both of a and b , then, provided one is in the semidefinite case, the
calculation of the critical groups associated with 0 as a critical point of a
and of b gives the right invariant i.e., the difference of the Morse indices.
The study of bifurcation on large intervals necessarily requires some
topological machinery refining the topological degree. Up until now the
two tools used have been the continuity of the local critical groups at
isolated critical points and the homotopy invariance of the Conley index of
an isolated invariant set. It would be rather interesting to have a proof of
bifurcation on intervals based on mountain pass or linking arguments,
since this technique works particularly well in a special case (cf. [21]). The
use of local critical groups in bifurcation theory goes back to Marino and
Prodi [27] and Berger [4]. The homotopy property of the Conley index
and its relevance to bifurcation was explained by Conley in [8]. Bartsch,
in [3], has found a very interesting application of a refined notion of
Conley index to bifurcation of critical points of functionals depending on
several parameters. To the best of our knowledge, [3] is the only paper on
variational bifurcation dealing with the multiparameter case.
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